
FULL OF ENERGY –
LARGE SYSTEMS FROM 160 kW

>> UTSk    >> UTSP    >> UTSR    >> UTSW 
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INTELLIGENT ENERGY GENERATION  
WITh ThE SchMId cONcEPT

Every chain is only as strong as its weakest link
 
A truth that also applies to the operating principle of wood firing systems. To ensure  
that all components operate in harmony, we have evolved over time from a boiler 
manufacturer to a system provider.

During this time, we continuously perfected the individual system components and 
harmonised them perfectly. The result is efficiently working Schmid systems that meet 
the environmental and economic requirements of modern energy generation. 

cUTTING EdGE TEchNOLOGY
AT A GLANcE

The tried-and-tested Schmid firing systems 
set standards in combustion technology and 
convince with a high level of ease of use.

Thanks to state-of-the-art technology,  
the demand for a clean combustion is  
more than fulfilled. Schmid furnaces also 
convince in terms of profitability thanks  
to their high level of efficiency. The broad 
range of furnace types covers various 
operating ranges and needs.

Underfeed stoker firing system UTSk
Shavings, wood chips, waste wood

Underfeed stoker firing system UTSP
Pellets

Moving grate firing system UTSR
Shavings, wood chips, bark, waste wood, 
alternative fuels

Moving step grate firing system UTSW
Scrap wood, chipboard, plywood, pellets, 
grains, alternative fuels
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Optimised performance thanks to verified Schmid quality

1. Silo infeed:
 Either via the silo lid, negotiable push feeder floor or customized solutions

2. Silo discharge:
 Fuel silo with push feeder floor discharge (hydraulic drive) or alternative
 discharge variants.

3. Fuel feed:
 Depending on the fuel properties with transport screws, double screws
 or scraper chain conveyor

4. Schmid furnace system:
 Compact firing system with automatic boiler tube cleaning. Low NOx and
 low-particle firing technology for low NOx and dust values. Multi-cyclone
 integrated for flue gas dedusting.

5. Personal Touch PTV control unit:
 Improved control and monitoring system with 5 control circuits and touch panel.
 The interaction of these control circuits and the optimised furnace values guarantee
 high efficiency with low emissions.

6. Automatic de-ashing:
 Ash removal from the furnace and removal of the dust particles from the
 multi-cyclone either centrally or separately – depending on system size – using
 an ash container or tank.

7. Flue gas cleaning:
 Flue gas cleaning with suitable filter system to ensure compliance with
 statutory requirements of the Clean Air Ordinance

ThE SchMId SYSTEM cONcEPT

Round discharge Screw discharge

Push feeder floor discharge
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UTSk
UNdERFEEd STOkER FIRING SYSTEM

At a glance 
 
>> Underfeed stoker firing system
 (UTSK)

>> Operating medium: water, steam

>> Grate cooling: Air

>> Operating range: 180 – 2000 kW

>> Capacity control: modulating

>> Water content w: 10 – 50%

>> Fuel types: shavings, wood chips,
 waste wood, pellets

1. Fuel inlet via stoker screw

2. Cast burner pan with primary air feed

3. Combustion chamber

4. Secondary air

5. Burnout grate

6. Automatic discharge of the grate ash

7. Ash container for grate ash

8. Radiation roof  (variable for varying moisture content of fuel)

The strengths of the UTSk

Benefits:
>> Proven technology
>> Compact design – with integrated
 multi-cyclone
>> Underfeed stoker firing system with
 air cooling
>> Automatic de-ashing
>> Variable de-ashing programme
>> Cleanly controlled primary and
 secondary air

highlights:
>> Radiating ceiling – individual stones
 with variable construction
>> Automatic cleaning of fire tubes

Low-particle system:
>> Quiet, undisturbed gasification zone
>> Optimal secondary air feed, controlled
 primary and secondary air feed

3-layer refractory lining in combustion chamber
 
The combustion chamber lining is composed of three layers:
>> Steel or ceramic anchor for fixing the ceramic mass to the steel construction
 of the combustion chamber
>> Vapour barrier 30 mm (ceramic fibre with aluminium foil)
>> Back insulation 20 – 60 mm (plates)
>> Seamless refractory lining 150 mm (ceramic mass with high clay content)

Like concrete, the refractory lining is vibro-compacted and therefore has a very high density. 
Dilatation joints ensure that the section can expand during temperature fluctuations.

9.  3-pass heat exchanger

10. Front door with automatic fire tube cleaning system
 of fire tubes

11. Flue gas cleaning using multi-cyclone with automatic
 discharge of ash particles

12. Tank for ash particles

13. Flue gas fan (optionally to right, left or at rear)

14. Operating and inspection door to combustion chamber
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Underfeed stoker firing system UTSP
 
The UTSP underfeed stoker is an underfeed firing system variant that is perfectly  
adapted to the use of pellets as a fuel. Thanks to a state-of-the-art control unit and  
fuel with consistent quality, the furnace guarantees low emissions and ease of use.  
The UTSP is used predominantly as a variant for new systems and as a replacement  
for existing oil and gas firing systems.
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UTSR
MOVING GRATE FIRING SYSTEM

1. Fuel inlet – hydraulic pusher / double stoker

2. Primary combustion chamber

3. Air-cooled flat-bed moving grate
 (flame flows counter to flow of fuel)

4. Under-grate de-ashing (automatic or manual)

5. Automatic discharge of the grate ash

6. Access to secondary combustion chamber

7. Radiation roof (variable for varying moisture
 content of fuel)

8. Refractory mass with heat storage

9. Secondary combustion chamber
 (for optimised combustion)
 (Low NOx system)

10. 3-pass heat exchanger

11. Front door with automatic fire tube cleaning system
 of fire tubes

12. Flue gas cleaning with multi-cyclone technology and
  automatic ash particles removal.

13. Flue gas fan (optionally to right, left, rear)

14. Access to grate

The strengths of the UTSR

Benefits:
>> Proven technology
>> Compact design – with integrated
 multi-cyclone
>> Moving grate with air cooling
>> Low-maintenance, hydraulic drive
 system for grate movement
>> Minimal grate fall-through thanks
 to overlapping grate bars
>> Fully automatic de-ashing
>> Variable de-ashing programme
>> Side grate doors for optimal service
>> Cleanly controlled supply air in
 different zones

highlights:
>> Double radiating ceiling made of
 individual plates with variable design
>> Good access to moving grate
>> Automatic cleaning of the fire tubes

Low-particle system:
>> Quiet, undisturbed gasification zone
>> Optimal secondary air feed, controlled
 primary and secondary air feed

NOx reduction:
The nitrogen oxide emissions depend on 
the nitrogen content of the fuel.
Different technologies are available:
>> The low NOx technology with staged
 combustion
>> The SNCR process during which urea is
 released as a reducing agent
>> Use of catalytic converter

At a glance 
 
>> Moving grate firing system (UTSR)

>> Operating medium: water, steam,
 thermal oil

>> Grate cooling: Air/water

>> Operating range: 100 – 6,000 kW

>> Capacity control: modulating

>> Water content w: 30 – 60%

>> Fuel types: shavings, wood chips,
 bark, waste wood and alternative
 fuels

3-layer refractory lining in combustion chamber
 
The combustion chamber lining is composed of three layers:
>> Steel or ceramic anchor for fixing the ceramic mass to the steel construction
 of the combustion chamber
>> Vapour barrier 30 mm (ceramic fibre with aluminium foil)
>> Back insulation 20 – 60 mm (plates)
>> Seamless refractory lining 150 mm (ceramic mass with high clay content)

Like concrete, the refractory lining is vibro-compacted and therefore has a very high density.
Dilatation joints ensure that the section can expand during temperature fluctuations.
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UTSW
STEP GRATE FIRING SYSTEM

highlights:
>> Quiet, undisturbed gasification zone
>> Optimal secondary air feed, controlled
 primary and secondary air feed
>> Moving step grate firing system with
 water-cooled combustion chamber

NOx reduction:
The nitrogen oxide emissions depend on 
the nitrogen content of the fuel.
Different technologies are available:
>> The low NOx technology with staged
 combustion
>> The SNCR process during which urea is
 released as a reducing agent
>> Use of catalytic converter

At a glance 
 
>> Moving step grate firing system
  (UTSW)

>> Operating medium: water

>> Grate cooling: water

>> Operating range: 300 – 4,200 kW

>> Capacity control: modulating

>> Water content w: 8 – 40%

>> Fuel types: scrap wood, chipboard,
 plywood, pellets, grains of all kinds,
 alternative fuels
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The strengths of the UTSW

Benefits:
>> Proven technology
>> Compact design – with integrated
 multi-cyclone
>> Low-maintenance, hydraulic drive
 system for grate movement
>> Minimal grate fall-through thanks
 to overlapping grate bars
>> Fully automatic de-ashing
>> Variable de-ashing programme
>> Side grate doors for optimal
 maintenance
>> Double radiating ceiling made of
 individual plates with variable design

1. External insulation

2. Water jacket with anchor bolts

3. Ceramic mat with aluminium foil

4. Heat-resistant wall anchor

5. Refractory lining 100 mm

3-layer refractory lining in combustion chamber
 
Like concrete, the refractory lining is vibro-compacted and therefore has 
a very high density. Dilatation joints ensure that the section can expand 
during temperature fluctuations.
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1. Fuel inlet – stoker screw

2. Water-cooled combustion chamber

3. Water-cooled step grate

4. De-ashing zone

5. Under-grate de-ashing (automatic or manual)

6. Automatic discharge of the grate ash

7. Access to grate mechanism

8. Radiation roof

9. Refractory lining with defined heat transfer

10. Secondary combustion chamber (for optimised
 combustion) «Low NOx system»

11. 3-pass heat exchanger

12. Front door with automatic fire tube cleaning system
 of fire tubes

13. Flue gas cleaning with multi-cyclone technology
 and automatic ash particles removal.

14. Flue gas fan (optionally to right, left, rear)

15. Grate door

10 11
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Fuel types

Scrap wood:
>> project-specific clarification of specifications

Production waste from the wood processing industry: 
>> sanding dust and sawdust from glued laminated timber
>> chipboards
>> processing waste from door manufacturers with aluminium chips
>> MDF boards

Alternative fuels: 
>> cereal debris from cereal cleaning: loose or in briquette form
>> coffee grounds: dried and pressed from instant coffee production
>> grass cuttings: dried and pressed from landscape maintenance

Area of application
 
The UTSW series has been designed for 
fuels with a high calorific value, low water 
content and low ash melting point. This 
type of design excludes the use of fuels 
with a high water content. These fuels are 
covered by the UTSR moving grate.

Furnace power graph UTSW 3200

Calorific value 4.61 kWh/kg
W = 10 %

Calorific value 2.55 kWh/kg
W = 44 %
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The grate power graph, here illustrating a  
furnace with a nominal capacity of 3,200 kW,  
defines the range and amounts of fuels in  
relation to their capacity. The graph shows  
the border lines of the application. 

UTSW
USE ANd AREA OF APPLIcATION

cONTAINER hEATING
cOMPAcT, MOBILE ANd IMMEdIATELY OPERATIONAL

The Schmid container wood firing systems cover a broad area of application, because 
they can start operating regardless of the existing functional and spatial allocation plans 
and entirely independently. The compact unit can be fed either from an existing silo or 
from a fuel container with a built-in discharge depending on the situation.

Application in the event of space problems
 
If there is not enough space in existing buildings for a boiler room 
and silo, the compact heating plant provides the perfect alternative.

drying chamber heating
 
With the container wood firing system, you can get the energy 
directly to the heat consumer – to the drying chamber. Expen-
sive heating pipelines are not required.

Mobile firing system
 
The proverbial mobility is particularly suitable for businesses 
that want to remain flexible.

Stationary heating plant
 
Instead of an integrated heating plant, the containerised  
furnace system offers beneficial solutions.

1. Container heating plant

2. Fuel container

3. Drive push feeder floor

4. Hydraulic push feeder floor

5. Fuel feed

6. «Personal Touch» control

7. Wood firing system

8. Ash container

9. Distribution pipes
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POWERFUL ENERGY IS BASEd
ON PROVEN cOMPONENTS

Automatic under-grate de-ashing
Automatic removal of the ash under the moving grate by means of a push feeder floor 
system directly into the ash removal auger of the grate or into a chute. 

Economiser
Economiser for reduced flue gas temperatures.
Increase in efficiency by 3 – 7%

cleaning of intermediate ceiling
Automatic cleaning system for refractory vault with pneumatic air.
Manual cleaning is eliminated.

Flue gas recirculation
For difficult fuels that tend to form stag due to their low ash melting point,  
a flue gas recirculation system can optionally be installed to reduce the combustion  
chamber temperature.

deNOX
When burning wood, nitrogen oxides are formed from the fuel nitrogen.  
These nitrogens (NOx) can be reduced by the SNCR procedure (Selective Non-Catalytic 
Reduction). As a reducing agent, a carbamide solution, which is sprayed directly into  
the combustion chamber, is used due to its easy storage and handling.

Pneumatic boiler tube cleaning
Each fire tube is fitted with a compressed air nozzle. Via a quick-closing valve, a jet 
of compressed air is generated. The jet forms an air-tight seal with the tube walls and 
removes all adhering particles. This considerably improves the annual efficiency and 
reduces the need to manually clean the system. 

Ignition
Industrial hot-air blower for igniting the fuel in the combustion chamber. Ignition pipe  
made of fire-proof steel.

de-ashing
Central or separate automatic de-ashing of grate and ash particles.
  
The central variant has mechanical discharge from the stoker grate and the multi-cyclone 
into a wheeled ash container. The separate variant has mechanical extraction from the 
stoker grate and the multi-cyclone into either an ash bin and/or container on wheels.

Take advantage of our years of experience for overall planning. We will select the most 
effective solution for your project from all the available components. We will be happy  
to show you some custom-designed reference systems.
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ThE cONTROL UNIT –
ThE hEART OF EVERY
SchMId SYSTEM

The control unit of the boiler system

The Schmid Personal Touch control unit is the heart of the 
system. Using the touch-sensitive display, the system is 
visualised and can be very easily and intuitively operated.  
The colour touch screen offers a variety of display and control 
options that are used extensively. The control unit monitors  
and optimises the combustion process via five different control 
circuits (see diagram below). A high fuel efficiency and thus  
a high overall efficiency is the result.

The following functions are controlled using Personal Touch

>> Fuel infeed to the furnace
>> Combustion control
>> Automatic de-ashing
>> Connection to a superordinate MSR system
>> Remote maintenance with an interface

Further usage-dependent functions, such as the crane control in the wood-chip silo,  
are developed and implemented on a project-specific basis.

hydraulic connection (optional)

In addition to the combustion management tasks, Personal Touch can also assume  
some control tasks of the hydraulics, so that a separate control system is not necessary 
for smaller heating plants. As such, a heating plant can be implemented that consists  
of the following components: 

>> Return/feed line booster
>> Weather-responsive grid feed temperature control
>> Accumulator management
>> Return/feed line booster for peak load boiler

Example of an external connection

The control circuits

>> capacity control: The boiler capacity is controlled steplessly 
from 30 to 100% due to the flow temperature.

>> combustion control: The combustion optimisation always 
controls the optimum combustion temperature with fuel 
metering. This guarantees low-pollutant combustion.

control circuits on an UTSR as an example

control:
Capacity
Combustion
Negative pressure
Lambda
Air volume

>> Negative pressure control: The permanently measured 
negative pressure in the combustion chamber is controlled 
via a frequency converter-controlled flue gas fan.  
This means that no flue gas can enter the boiler room.

>> Lambda control: The lambda control optimises the residue 
oxygen content in the flue gas.

>> Air flow control: The air control regulates the nominal 
values set by the capacity controller.

Easy-to-understand visualisation of the system

Intuitive control with touch screen

Touch panel Internet

LAN

CAN Open

SPS

LANInternet

Remote control for TCP/IP via the Internet
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INdIVIdUALITY –
cUSTOMISEd LOGISTIcS

SOME OF OUR REFERENcES

The optimal fuel infeed

The silo discharge and conveyor systems are of great importance.  
Depending on the spatial conditions and the type of fuel used,  
we will offer you the perfect discharge system. As conveyor systems
we use scraper chain conveyors or transport screws depending
on requirement. What is important are robust, strong and fuel-specific
drive systems to ensure smooth operation of the system. 

Push feeder floor 
Push feeder floor discharge system: negotiable or non- 
negotiable push feeder floors in tried-and-tested design  
with hydraulically driven push feeder ladders gliding on  
special, non-wearing inserts.

Bent-arm discharge
The bent-arm discharger, a very robust circular discharge 
system, is an inexpensive alternative for small to mid-range 
systems. It consists of articulated arms and a sweep auger.

central discharge
Silo discharging screws: these are used for high discharge 
requirements in circular silos in the mid to upper operating range.
 

central screw discharge
The discharge is carried out via a transport screw.  
The laterally adjoining sloping floors must have an even  
surface and appro-priate angle of slope. Application in  
particular when using pellets with small to medium  
operating ranges.

Community heating system Burgdorf Süd, CH, district heating, UTSR-2400.32

Fratelli Castellino Snc, I-Villanova Mondovi (CN), waste wood from chestnut processing, UTSW-1200.32

Community heating system Felben-Wellhausen, CH, district heating, UTSK-550.22 / UTSK-360.22



The Swiss pioneer in wood furnaces

Schmid AG is a Swiss family business that has been dealing with wood energy for  
75 years and employs around 280 people. The headquarters are in Eschlikon.  
In addition to other offices in Switzerland, Schmid AG also has sales offices and  
service centres in Germany, France and Italy.

Over decades, Schmid AG has been at the forefront in the development of wood firing 
technology. Today the company is one of the leading companies in the industry.

SchMId ENERGY SOLUTIONS –  
FULL OF ENERGY

Schmid AG, energy solutions
PO Box 42
CH-8360 Eschlikon

phone +41 (0)71 973 73 73 
fax +41 (0)71 973 73 70

www.schmid-energy.ch
info@schmid-energy.ch

Schmid AG, energy solutions
Industriestrasse 17
CH-4713 Matzendorf

phone +41 (0)62 396 19 14
fax +41 (0)62 396 34 64

Schmid SA, energy solutions
Rue St. Michel 10
CH-1510 Moudon

phone +41 (0)21 905 35 55
fax +41 (0)21 905 35 59

moudon@schmid-energy.ch

Schmid Gmbh & co. kG
energy solutions
Kettemerstrasse 25
D-70794 Filderstadt

phone +49 (0)711 70 956-0
fax +49 (0)711 70 956-10

info@schmid-energy.de

Schmid France 
energy solutions
Quartier des Entrepreneurs
Aire de la Thur / Route de Guebwiller
F-68840 Pulversheim

phone +33 (0)3 89 28 50 82
fax +33 (0)3 89 48 04 90

info@schmid-energy.fr

Schmid Italia S.r.l.
C.so Repubblica, 5
I-10090 San Giorgio Canavese

phone +39 (0)124 32 167
fax +39 (0)124 51 85

info@schmid-energy.it
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Bahnhofstr.  13
Showroom
Sales up to 150 kW

Hörnlistr.  12
Headquarters


